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Improves Care E�ciency and Physician

Engagement with Care Logistics
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Profile
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Major Lines of Service
10 2,400+

559 600

Situation

A 559 bed, non-profit teaching hospital in Fort Lauderdale, Florida; Holy Cross operates in the spirit of the Sisters of 
Mercy and is a member of Trinity Health. They have 600 physicians, ten major lines of service, and more than 
2,400 employees.
Committed to medical excellence, Holy Cross has been designated a Magnet hospital, recognized by Health grades 
as one of America’s Best Hospitals for Orthopedic Surgery and Joint Replacement, and as a US News Best Hospital 
for Common Care. They were the only hospital in Florida to achieve this last award.

Although Holy Cross was clear on their mission and the need to transition to a value-based model, the growth of the
organization over six decades, compounded by the increasing complexities of health care, contributed to challenges that 
negatively impacted top priorities such as:

Physician Alignment
and Satisfaction

Problems included duplicative processes across care areas, care decisions based on physician preference, lack of 
visibility to patient progression, random prioritization of test scheduling, and the absence of coordinated ownership of 
the patient flow process.
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Solution

Because iCare, no errors, no delays.

Brandon Charette, Operational Performance Coordinator

“ “Demand Logistics makes real-time scheduling objective rather
than subjective

In 2012, Holy Cross engaged Care Logistics to assist them in improving the reliability and e�ciency of their care 
process and performance in their four priorities. They implemented the Care Logistics hub-and-spoke operational 
framework that streamlines patient flow and facilitates high-quality patient experience and improved outcomes.

Care Logistics encourages customers to create and communicate a System Aim to unify the organization behind their 
goals. Holy Cross chose the system aim of “Because iCare, no errors, no delays.” This initiative was designed to 
create a “Patient First” culture where patients feel cared for and experience extraordinary service and quality.

As Holy Cross implemented the Care Logistics hub-and-spoke framework they experienced numerous benefits. For 
example, new processes for communicating pre-procedural requirements, order clarifications and changes, and the 
resolution of patient-specific issues, resulted in a marked improvement in communications between nurses,
physicians, and diagnostic area associates.

Holy Cross users can continue to identify opportunities for throughput improvement with the Care Logistics tools. 
They are able to visualize current patients, see their actual length of stay versus goal and identify what needs to be 
done to progress the patient’s care.

For Holy Cross, the establishment of a patient centered culture was the main goal of iCare. The improvement in
Physician engagement was a key contributor to the achievement of this goal. The CMO served as a champion
educator, directly communicating with physicians regarding their role in a patient centered culture supported by a 
hub and spoke care coordination model. Physicians at Holy Cross state that the innovative care coordination model 
and roles enable them to care for their patients much more e�ciently as a result of real-time information and
communication.

Holy Cross first expanded its partnership with Care Logistics in 2015, adding the Demand Logistics module. It 
provides visibility to sta�ng and patient demand for each unit and supports a sta�ng coordinator in matching the 
patient demand to nursing capacity for upcoming shifts. Sta�ng is particularly challenging at Holy Cross due to the 
seasonality they experience in southern Florida.

“Demand Logistics makes real-time scheduling and sta�ng objective, rather than subjective,” said 
Brandon Charette, Operational Performance Coordinator for Holy Cross. We can tell at a glance- 
red, blue or green- whether the unit sta�ng for an upcoming shift properly matches the clinical 

needs of the patients and adjust assignments accordingly. “We used to track it on paper as best we 
could. Now the system tells us immediately: Are we flexing appropriately? Are we understa�ed? Are 

we floating people appropriately? Is sta�ng a�ecting our discharge times? (Demand Logistics) is 
really advancing the objectives of our iCare transformation initiative.”
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Holy Cross Customer Reported Benefits

Measure Baseline 2012 Actual FY 2018 Annualized Financial 
Improvement

Acute Inpatient LOS 4.76 4.49

$ 4,492,015
Ratio of Observed to 

CMS Geometric Length 
of Stay Ratio.

1.19 1.13

Observation LOS 1.47 1.16

Acute All Payer CMI 1.75 1.88 $ 5,969,054

Outpatient Diagnostics 
Growth (Baseline FY2013) 99,399 111,716 $ 4,926,896 

Nurse Premium 
Improvement 10.71% 7.0% $ 1,220,403

Dr. Patrick Taylor, President, and CEO

“ “

In 2017, Holy Cross implemented the Care Logistics Patient Itinerary module. They started with two units to determine 
their internal processes and prepare for the system wide roll out. Patient Itinerary allows patients to see their
schedule and any changes to the schedule throughout the day on their smartphone or tablet. They can also share 
this information with family members. This is a relatively new implementation, but the response from patients has 
been positive.

In addition to providing ongoing support, Care Logistics continues to assist Holy Cross in measuring and sustaining 
the key metrics that were positively impacted by the iCare initiative. Holy Cross has realized improvement in key 
e�ciency and clinical measures as well as a significant financial return. Below is the comparison of their baseline 
results in 2012 compared to their metrics as of June 30, 2017.

High performing organizations must be reliable, e�cient, and have results 
that are reproducible. Care Logistics helps us do that.



Results

Dr. Patrick Taylor, President, and CEO

“

“

carelogistics.com

Email | Info@carelogistics.com

Tel | 800.930.0870

Holy Cross is proud of the results that they have attained with iCare and the fact that they have not only sustained 
the results but continually improved year over year for the last 5 years.

Visibility of the leadership team was important to the success of the project. Leaders set clear expectations and 
measurable goals. They focused on sta� engagement and communicated their vision for a culture of excellence. 
Leadership engagement made the di�erence for iCare. “Because iCare, no errors, no delays.”

The first time I had heard about Care Logistics, it seemed to me that it 
was a system that didn’t just perform around the edges. What I mean by 
that is that many times there are systems that improve your emergency 
department or your operating room or a particular area of your hospital. 

But I hadn’t seen a system that was truly transformational. I describe 
Care Logistics as air tra�c control for patients. Translate that to a 

patient in terms of how are you going to be able to safely coordinate 
patients through care in our system.

If you can relate to any part of this story and would like to explore how you and your 
team might experience similar results in throughput and e�ciency, let us know. We can 
connect you with a subject matter expert to listen to your situation and evaluate how we 

can support you in addressing your priorities.


